1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The nanomaterials based on iron (III) and cerium (IV) oxides are currently in the focus of attention of numerous scientific groups because of their broad potential use. Such nanostructured oxides as cerium orthoferrite (CeFeO~3~), cerium dioxide-based solid solutions (CeO~2~(Fe~2~O~3~)) and CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ composite find application as photocatalytic materials \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]\]; as sorbents of anions of fluorine \[[@bib4], [@bib5]\], arsenic (III, V) \[[@bib6], [@bib7]\] and antimony (III, V) [@bib8]; as basic materials for catalysts in carbon and soot oxidation [@bib9], selective NO~x~ reduction [@bib10], nitrobenzene ozonation [@bib11] and methane reforming via chemical looping \[[@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14]\]. While the CeO~2~/Fe~2~O~3~ ratio can vary over a wide range among the composite materials depending on their application, the functional properties of the nanostructured iron (III) and cerium (IV) oxides are clearly a function of the crystallite size. Since most of the above-mentioned applications are associated with the processes occurring on the surface of nanoparticles (NPs), of particular interest are the fine (≤10 nm) CeO~2~ and Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals with a narrow size distribution, high specific surface area and uniform distribution of iron (III) and cerium (IV) oxides throughout the composite volume \[[@bib15], [@bib16]\]. The latter circumstance is especially important for the chemical looping processes, since the close location and spatial conjunction of the components promote oxygen vacancies generation by means of CeO~2~ partial reduction and fast oxygen transfer through the vacancies from the oxygen carrier, i.e., Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles \[[@bib17], [@bib18]\].

However, it is a challenge to synthesize nanocomposites based on CeO~2~ and Fe~2~O~3~ crystals sized below 10 nm and to achieve their uniform distribution in the volume. This is due to a great difference in the chemical properties of the precursors used in the most common methods of nanoparticle synthesis, and to a difference between the temperatures of crystallization and those of the onset of iron (III) and cerium (IV) oxides active mass transfer. These circumstances seriously limit the use of conventional synthesis methods for obtaining the above-mentioned composite nanoparticles [@bib19]. A review of the studies devoted to the problem of simultaneous synthesis of nanocrystalline oxides by the widely applied soft-chemistry methods ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) shows that this problem can be solved only by using quite expensive precursors and complex synthesis techniques (see, e.g., [@bib20]), but even in this case the minimal size of cerium/iron oxide nanoparticles is about 10--20 nm \[[@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24]\]. Thus, a solution of this problem makes it necessary to perform synthesis in softer conditions than the already used ones.Table 1Morphology and the average size of CeO~2~/Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals in composites obtained via various soft-chemistry methods.Table 1Synthesis techniqueMorphology of CFNPsThe average size of CFNPs, nmUrea hydrolysis method [@bib21]rod-like200HT of polyol-based metal alkoxides [@bib22]hollow sphere50Hydrothermal synthesis [@bib23]spherical35--40Glycine-nitrate combustion [@bib24]foam-like12--32HT of co-precipitated carbonates [@bib2]close to isometric10--20Nanoprecipitation in a basic media [@bib20]isometric8--11HT of hydroxide NPs synthesized via SILD \[this work\]spherical4--7[^1]

The successive ionic layer deposition (SILD) is a representative of the layer-by-layer nanomaterial synthesis, which takes place on the substrate surface due to the sequential interaction of components of the reacting solutions, can be considered as a method that provides conditions described above [@bib25]. In this case, the formation reactions take place at room temperature and ensure the obtaining of fine nanoparticles and composites on their basis. Feasibility of using this method for obtaining nanostructured hydroxide derivatives of d- and f-metals with different structure and composition was demonstrated in \[[@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]\]. As a rule, the synthesized products are represented by hydroxides and other low-temperature derivatives of the corresponding elements and an additional thermal treatment in the air is required to obtain CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocomposite by this method [@bib30].

Therefore, the present research was aimed at developing a technique for synthesizing a composite based on fine CeO~2~ and Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals by the SILD method that provides a narrow size distribution of the nanocrystals and high homogeneity of the composite. At the same time, mechanisms of formation of iron (III) and cerium (IV) amorphous hydroxide nanoparticles under the SILD conditions and their evolution into nanocrystalline CeO~2~ and Fe~2~O~3~ oxides under thermal treatment in the air were studied. A thorough physicochemical investigation of these processes resulted in establishing regularities of the CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocomposite formation and suggested a schematic representation of the formation mechanism.

2. Experimental {#sec2}
===============

2.1. Synthesis of CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals via SILD {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------------------

The single-crystal silicon wafers with \<100 \> orientation and a size of 10 × 20 × 0.35 mm were used as a substrate for the synthesis and physicochemical characterization. The silicon wafer was cleaned for 10 minutes in an ultrasonic bath filled with acetone. Then, the plate was sequentially treated for 10 minutes in concentrated HF, washed with deionized water several times, then placed into 0.1M KOH solution and again washed with water.

For the synthesis of initial hydroxide nanoparticles, different aqueous solutions or distilled water were used according to the synthesis scheme presented in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}:I-- aqueous solution of 0.01M Ce(NO~3~)~3~ and 0.01M (NH~4~)~2~Fe(SO~4~)~2~ (Mohr\'s salt);II-- distilled water;III-- aqueous solution of H~2~O~2~ (3% mass.) with the addition of KOH to pH = 10;IV-- distilled water.Fig. 1Synthesis of initial cerium/iron hydroxide nanoparticles via SILD technique.Fig. 1

As the first step of the SILD synthesis procedure, the substrate Si plate was immersed into solution I and after that the excess reagent was washed from it with distilled water (II). As the second step, the plate was immersed in solution III and again washed in distilled water (IV). This sequence corresponds to one SILD cycle, which is repeated 30 times to obtain the desired thickness of the hydroxide nanoparticle layer. The time of treatment in reagent solutions and of washing in water was 30 s. A more detailed description of the method of hydroxide nanocomposites synthesis by the peroxide route of SILD is given in [@bib26]. Finally, the synthesized hydroxide nanoparticles were calcined at 600 and 900 °C for 1 hour to obtain the CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles.

2.2. Physicochemical characterization of CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The morphology and composition of the samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy (Tescan Vega 3 SBH SEM) and by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) using the Oxford INCA 200 detector. ImageJ software was used for determining nanoparticle size from the SEM images. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded using the Rigaku SmartLab 3 diffractometer with Cu Kα1 emission (0.154056 nm). JEOL TEM-100CX was applied to evaluate morphology and microstructure of the prepared samples by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as well as to gather information about the sample phase composition by means of selected area electron diffraction (SAED). The structural characterization was carried out by using Raman spectroscopy (SINTERRA Raman microscope) with a laser (λ = 532 nm). The thermal behavior of the sample was investigated by the simultaneous thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis (DTA-TG) by using Shimadzu DTG-60.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

As a result of successive 30 cycles of SILD, a smooth brown film was obtained on the surface of the Si substrate. The processes involved can be approximately described by the following chemical Eqs. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}:

According to the EDX data ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), the cerium/iron ratio in the sample is 35.2%:64.8%, that is, about 1:2. Also it should be noticed that the sample includes a small potassium impurity, the atomic fraction of which does not exceed 3%. The SEM examination of the film ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) has found that it is composed of isometric nanoparticles with an average size about 10 nm. This composition retains its morphological structure after heat treatment, however, there was a noticeable increase in particle size along with the temperature increase up to 600 °С ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) and further to 900 °С ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 2EDX spectra (a) and SEM micrographs (b) of initial hydroxide NPs and SEM micrographs of CFNPs obtained via heat treatment at 600 °C (c) and 900 °C (d).Fig. 2

The XRD pattern ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrates only an amorphous halo in the 25--30° range of Bragg angles, which clearly suggests the amorphous nature of the nanoparticles. Thus, the application of the SILD method resulted in synthesizing amorphous fine nanoparticles based on hydroxide derivatives of cerium and iron, which formed through precipitation of corresponding cations in an alkaline KOH solution and further were used as precursors for oxide nanocrystals preparation. After heat treatment at 600 and 900 °С, formation of the nanocrystalline oxides of cerium (IV) and iron (III) with a structure of α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ occurred ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b and c, respectively). A more detailed description of the diffraction results of these samples is given below.Fig. 3PXRD patterns of initial hydroxide NPs and CFNPs obtained via its heat treatment at 600 °C and 900 °C.Fig. 3

To determine the temperature of nanocrystal formation, the simultaneous thermal analysis (DTA-TG) of the amorphous nanoparticles was done. Its results presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the hydroxide precursor decomposition is followed by a number of exothermic and endothermic effects, the major of which can be related to the following processes:*108 °С* -- an endothermic effect caused by the removal of physically adsorbed water*270 °С* -- an endothermic effect caused by the decomposition of oxide-hydroxide of iron (III):*397 °С* -- an endothermic effect caused by the decomposition of peroxo-hydroxide of cerium (IV):*430 °С* -- an endothermic effect caused by the decomposition of oxide-hydroxide of cerium (IV):*482 °С* -- an exothermic effect caused by cerium (IV) oxide crystallization:*512 °С* -- an exothermic effect caused by iron (III) oxide crystallization:Fig. 4DTA/TG/DTG curves of initial hydroxide NPs.Fig. 4

The described effects are accompanied by a considerable mass loss, which mainly is due to the removal of adsorbed water (-11.8%), removal of water resulting from iron (III) oxide-hydroxide decomposition (-5.4%), removal of oxygen resulting from cerium peroxo-hydroxide decomposition (3.5%), and also due to the kinetically hindered removal of water and carbon dioxide adsorbed on the nanoparticle surface (-5.7%). The greatest mass loss is observed at 107 and 496 °С, as it follows from the differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTG) curve, and can be attributed to the above described hydroxide precursors decomposition. However, a discrepancy between the thermal effect (430 °С) and the mass loss effects (497 °С) was observed. Apparently, a delayed effect of mass loss is observed in this case due to the kinetic difficulties in water removal after its formation in the hydroxide. That is, at a given rate of change in the measured temperature (10°/min), the removal of water from the sample lags by 4--5 minutes with respect to the decomposition reaction. Kinetic difficulties may arise due to the shielding of the inner layers of hydroxide nanoparticles by the outer ones.

Thus, the minimum temperature of cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides formation is 600 °С, and the complete removal of by-products from the hydroxide precursor heat treatment ends up at 900 °С. Therefore, these temperatures were chosen for the further investigation aimed at the synthesis of nanocrystalline cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides.

The hydroxide precursor nanoparticles were treated at 600 and 900 °С for 1 hour in the air. The samples\' XRD patterns obtained after the heat treatments are presented in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. According to these data, nanocrystalline cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides with a structure of α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ become fully formed at both 600 and 900 °С ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, b and c, respectively), and the average size calculated from the line broadening is 4 ± 1 and 7 ± 1 nm at 600 °С, 24 ± 2 and 35 ± 3 nm at 900 °С, respectively. The crystalline phases ratio determined by quantitative phase analysis and expressed as CeO~2~:FeO~1.5~, is 36.8%:63.2% (600 °С) and 36.7%:63.3% (900 °С), and corresponds to the EDX data within the margin of error. Due to the match of EDX and PXRD results, one can assume that cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides prepared by heat treatment of amorphous hydroxide nanoparticles primarily exist within the composite as α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~. Along with that, according to the SEM images ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, c--d), morphological peculiarities of α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles remain the same as they were before the heat treatment, that is, the nanoparticles retain spherical shape, but their average size increases noticeably, especially in the sample prepared at 900 °С ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, d).

To determine the positional relationship of CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals within the composite prepared by the hydroxide precursor heat treatment at 600 °С, TEM and SAED studies were carried out ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). According to a comparison of the TEM data measured in the bright-field and dark-field modes ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, a, and b, respectively), CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals are evenly arranged within the entire volume of the sample. The diffraction ring positions in SAED patterns of the nanocomposite ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, c) match the known interplanar distances in α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~, and confirm it that individual nanocrystals observed in the dark-field mode ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, b) correspond to cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides. The TEM images of high magnification and high resolution demonstrated that both α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals are spherical in shape and have similar size about 5--7 nm. Moreover, interplanar distances found by microscopy for the nanocrystals of cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides along (111) and (110) crystallographic directions, accordingly, are 0.32 and 0.26 nm and correspond to the values found by XRD (0.311 and 0.252 nm).Fig. 5The bright-field (a, d, e) and dark-field (b) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of CeO~2~/Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles, its corresponding high resolution-TEM (HR-TEM) image (f) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (c).Fig. 5

Thus, it was shown for the first time that the synthesis of a composite based on fine α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals with an average size of 5--7 nm (by both PXRD and TEM methods) can be achieved via SILD synthesis of amorphous nanoparticles of cerium and iron hydroxide derivatives followed by their heat treatment in the air. However, the nature of the formation of nanoparticles based on cerium (IV) and iron (III) hydroxides still remains not clear. In order to define the mechanism of their formation, the samples obtained at stage III of the 29^th^ cycle and stage I of the 30^th^ cycle (in accordance with the captions in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were investigated by Raman spectroscopy. A comparison of Raman spectra ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) of the Si substrate obtained by its successive dipping at first into the 3% H~2~O~2~ solution for 30 sec and then into the Ce(NO~3~)~3~ and Mohr\'s salt solution has shown that besides the Fe-O stretching vibrations (221 and 287 cm^−1^) in iron (III) oxide-hydroxide \[[@bib31], [@bib32]\] and Ce-O stretching vibrations (402 and 490 cm^−1^) in cerium (II) oxide-hydroxide \[[@bib17], [@bib33]\], the mode at 830 cm^−1^ attributed to the stretching vibrations of Ce-O~2~- peroxide group [@bib34] was present in the spectrum in the first case and was absent in the second one.Fig. 6Raman spectra of the initial film of hydroxide NPs synthesized via SILD at III step of the 29-th cycle and I step of the 30-th cycle.Fig. 6

These findings confirm that one of the intermediate products formed at stage III of the SILD cycle is CeO(OOH)~2~, but being an unstable chemical compound after dipping into the solution of cerium (III) and iron (II) salts, it undergoes decomposition according to the following equation:and cerium (III) and iron (II) ions apparently catalyze this process \[[@bib35], [@bib36]\].

Since the results of a simultaneous thermal analysis demonstrate the presence of an effect associated with the decomposition of cerium hydroxo-peroxide at 397 °C \[[@bib37], [@bib38]\] according to [Eq. (4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it may be supposed that the compound remains in the sample after synthesis, and that the process of its decomposition in solution III occurs predominantly on the surface of the particles due to diffusion limitations preventing its occurrence in the nanoparticles bulk, as was shown, for example, in [@bib39]. Besides, based on the mass losses in the processes of am-CeO(OOH)2 and am-CeO(OH)2 decomposition ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the masses of am-CeO(OOH)2 and am-CeO(OH)2 were assessed to equal 2.43 mg and 18.47 mg, respectively. It follows from a consideration of a composite particle with a core of am-CeO(OH)2 and a shell of am-CeO(OOH)2, with an overall size of 10 nm (the average size of the obtained hydroxide nanoparticles), that the core diameter is 9.6 nm and the shell thickness is 0.2 nm. Thus, an assumption about the near-surface location of cerium hydroxo-peroxide is indirectly confirmed.

Based on the above, it was established that the formation of CeO(OOH)~2~ by SILD technology is one of the key factors ensuring the «layer-by-layer » mode in the formation of the nanoparticles based on cerium (IV) and iron (III) hydroxides, which are similar in size and are spatially conjugated within the volume of the composite. This, in its turn, opens up a possibility to produce composites based on α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals inheriting peculiarities of the morphology and spatial arrangement of the initial precursor.

The obtained results made it possible to schematically present the suggested mechanisms of amorphous hydroxide nanoparticles formation by SILD technology, and of a composite based on α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ fine oxide nanocrystals under heat treatment in the air ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). According to the proposed scheme, the Si substrate dipping into the cerium (III) and iron (II) salts solution entails adsorption of Fe^2+^ and Ce^3+^ hydrated ions on the substrate surface, which is negatively charged due to the sample preparation (see the Experimental section). After that, the excess reagents are washed off with distilled water (stage II of SILD cycle) and the substrate with the adsorbed ions is placed into 3% H~2~O~2~ solution (stage III of SILD cycle), where the processes described above take place and formation of the FeOOH and CeO(OOH)~2~ phases occurs. FeOOH and CeO(OOH)~2~ form a monolayer on the Si substrate surface. After the next washing with distilled water (stage IV of SILD cycle), the Si substrate with the adsorbate is dipped into the solution of cerium (III) and iron (II) salts again. This was found to lead to the decomposition of cerium peroxo-hydroxide into oxide-hydroxide and the subsequent adsorption of hydrated Fe^2+^ and Ce^3+^ ions on the surface of FeOOH and CeO(OH)~2~. After 30 iterations of this cycle and coating the Si substrate with the mentioned substances in «layer-by-layer » mode, there forms a bulk composite consisting of fine nanoparticles of amorphous FeOOH and CeO(OH)~2~ hydroxides. Their further heat treatment at 600 °С and over results in the formation of a composite of α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystalls, the morphology and spatial arrangement of which remain mostly the same as in the precursor from nanoparticles of amorphous FeOOH and CeO(OH)~2~. Thus, an approach based on the SILD synthesis of amorphous nanoparticles of cerium (IV) and iron (III) hydroxides followed by their heat treatment at a moderate temperature (600 °С) makes it possible to produce homogeneous composites from fine α-CeO~2~ and α-Fe~2~O~3~ nanocrystals with an average size of 5--7 nm.Fig. 7Schematic representation of formation mechanism of nanocomposite of ultrafine cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides synthesized via peroxide route of SILD.Fig. 7

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

The present study suggests an original approach to the synthesis of nanoparticles of amorphous cerium (IV) and iron (III) hydroxides by the SILD method for the further production of the nanoparticle-based fine oxide nanocrystals via additional heat treatment. The mechanism of the amorphous hydroxide nanoparticles formation under SILD conditions was established. The formation of cerium peroxo-hydroxide (CeO(OOH)~2~) as an intermediate product of «layer-by-layer » synthesis was studied. The mechanism of the formation of a nanocomposite based on fine nanocrystals of cerium (IV) and iron (III) oxides that emerge during the heat treatment of amorphous hydroxide nanoparticles was established. It was shown that the suggested route gives a possibility to produce composites from α-Fe~2~O~3~ and α-CeO~2~ nanocrystals with isometric morphology and an average size of 7 ± 1 and 4 ± 1 nm, respectively. These nanocrystals were found to be evenly distributed and spatially conjugated within the composite.

We believe that, on the basis of their characteristics, the nanocomposites obtained in this work can be used as a basis for highly efficient sorption and catalytic materials, while the proposed approach can provide a foundation for creating new nanostructured substances and composites with crystals sized below 10 nm, high phase homogeneity and uniform distribution of components in the system, which is difficult or impossible to achieve through the use of known methods for their synthesis.
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[^1]: Abbreviation: CFNPs -- CeO~2~-Fe~2~O~3~ nanoparticles, HT -- heat treatment.
